## Technical Service Bulletin

**Number:** 16TSB-49  
**Type:** Service Alert  
**Title:** HD/EX/VX/TE/CM/XP Mount Pins  
**Revision:** A  
**Issued:** 9/24/2011  
**Revised:** -  
**Affects:** Some HD/EX/VX/TE/CM/XP plows w/dual pedal operation

### Information

In some plows, the mount pins are not retracting fully, making mounting difficult. The pins should not extend past the pin chamfer (~.188") when retracted. This is only necessary if the pins interfere with mounting.

### Instructions

The problem has been identified and resolved with an updated foot pedal design. This foot pedal may be ordered through your SnowDogg dealer. Allowed warranty time is 15 minutes for replacement of both foot pedals. This resolves the issue. The new pedal is shown below.

![New FootPedal](attachment:image16111117.png)  
**New FootPedal**  
**Part # 16111117**  
2 are required per plow

Contact SnowDogg Tech Support at 866-974-3644 with questions